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A person's communication is learned by whom they interact with, watch, and listen to. I 

believe my communication can be traced to my father, who taught me what it means to be a 

respectful man in the harsh real world. Code-switching has been of significant use in my life as 

being a minority means having to always be on my A-game to the higher race, white people. I 

have a connection with "How to Tame a Wild Tongue" because, like Gloria Anzaldua, I 

understand what she is trying to explain when she says she has a code switch because I have had 

to switch the way I speak. With that in mind, I hope that with four years of college, I will gain 

stronger technical writing so I can be taken professionally.

Many are influenced by famous people today and try to be within the norm on what is 

remarkable to say or correct to say. Still, I was influenced by one powerful man who struggled 

through many negative experiences so I would never have to feel what he felt. My father was 

born here in Oakcliff. He was the first generation born in the United States, the first to feel code-

switching, and felt more American than Mexican at times. My father experienced many 

stereotypes from white people as they consider themselves the "higher race." My father said 

being a minority means accomplishing things will be twice as hard as just being white. I took 

that to heart. My father is a tough man, and it can sometimes be challenging to understand his 

teachings, but at the end of the tunnel, he wants the best for me and my future. Through his 

experiences, he educated me on how to speak and when to speak. He instructed me to always 

respond with yes sir or no sir when talking to someone older. He taught me not to speak ghetto. 

To speak clearly and educated. He believed that this is important as he considered this as respect. 

When communicating, the way you speak is how people interpret you. He said if you murmur, 

whos going to listen? When someone speaks, you must not interrupt as that is uneducated and 
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disrespectful. My father influenced my rhetoric; through his instructions, I gained an obedient 

way of communicating and how to write correctly and grammatically. 

Having my father by my side, I learned one way to speak but coming to school five days 

a week for eight hours, you learn a different way to speak. The way my generation speaks. 

Coming to middle school, I learned new vocabulary that I didn't know existed. I learned how to 

shorten words I didn't even know could be shortened. The next thing I knew, I was speaking to 

my friends completely different than when I got home. It was like my brain changed gears, and I 

spoke a foreign language. Now I know this is called code-switching. I have used code-switching 

many times as it is a skill that can be very powerful. Code-switching is like gears on a car. Code-

switching has been very useful as I have learned how to speak differently with different people. I 

have used code-switching at work to talk to customers. I talk to customers like they are always 

correct and that I am in the wrong even if I cannot control the problem that is at hand. I use 

phrases like "I apologize for the inconvenience" or "I am so sorry is there any way I can fix 

this?". I use these phrases because I cannot treat a customer the way they treat me. They pay for 

the service and food. This means I must treat them respectfully without reacting as if they did not 

just yell at me. But I never forget about the fat paycheck I receive every two weeks. Then as 

soon as I get off of work and call my friends. Boom! My brain switches gears to the eighteen-

year-old immature young man I still am. On the phone, I call my friend vulgar names as that is 

how we convey our emotions of the strong bond of friendship we have with one another. Code-

switching is very important and must be seen as a skill more than a way to change your 

personality. Code-switching can be very useful when speaking to a family member, customer, 

and even your friends.
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With code-switching, I can change languages and even mix them into one. That is why I 

can connect to "How to Tame a Wild Tongue" Gloria Anzaldua collectively expresses her own 

experiences with speaking Spanish and how she was judged by many people: even by her own 

family, who wanted her to get rid of her accent which is her heritage, her history. Gloria 

Anzaldua experiences what I, the everyday Hispanic child, experience; being bilingual. Living in 

a highly spoken English country means people expect you to speak English and only English. As 

a result, I have lost some of my Spanish languages and even lost some of my cultures. Speaking 

Spanish is seen in school as if are cursing; it is disrespectful, but no one realizes that the less you 

speak, the faster you will forget the language. Although I can't connect on the same level as 

Gloria Anzaldua, I do comprehend the feeling of not being able to speak Spanish at times.

Speaking Spanish is a highly wanted skill in the working world, and many jobs look 

specifically for bilingual people. Another skill highly desired is technical writing. Technical 

writing is vital for logically and technically expressing one's thoughts and suggestions. Technical 

writing teaches students how to write professionally and correctly. For example, teach students 

how to write memos, resumes, and business proposals. It is essential for me to learn because I 

have the ambition to be the best in whatever I do. That is why technical writing is the area in 

which I hope to indulge more in and hopefully excel at it. 

A person's literacy is determined by whom they hang out with or look up to. My father is 

my idol, the person I looked to for guidance. He influenced me in a very impactful way and 

made me the man I am today. He taught me how to answer correctly and respectfully, but when I 

came to school, I code-switched because I used different rhetoric when speaking to people my 

age. Code-switching is essential since it can be beneficial when speaking to people from 

different backgrounds. That is why I relate to Gloria Anzaldua because she used code-switching 
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when talking to people of different backgrounds, and by doing so, she was judged even when she 

didn't want to lose her culture. Just like she hoped not to lose her culture, I hope to become a 

stronger technical writer in writing business memos, proposals, and resumes.


